**The Dubai Metro Chronicles**

**The Metric Facts**

- **456,458,129**: Total rides on the Dubai Metro since it was launched in 2009.
- **28,986,929**: Observations in the total number of riders on the Dubai Metro in 2016, which is more than 100 million passengers.
- **137,759,258**: Million passengers on Dubai Metro in 2013.

- **490,003**: Trains running on the Red Line every day.
- **274,481**: Trains running on the Green Line every day.
- **500,000**: Passengers on the Metro every day.

- **74.6%**: Total distance covered by the Dubai Metro every day.
- **22.5%**: Total distance of the Green Line.
- **52.1%**: Total distance of the Red Line.

- **3**: Minutes to reach the Green Line from Dubai Mall.
- **15-20**: Minutes to reach the Red Line from Dubai Mall.
- **5**: Children 0-5 years old, free of Metro fare.

**The Curved, Shell Like Stations Are Reminiscent of the Pearl Shell, Which Dates Back To Dubai’s Traditional Pearling Past.**

**The Eco-Friendly Ride**

- **4,000**: CCTV cameras have been installed on the Dubai Metro to ensure safety and security.
- **80%**: Water and soil waste in the train is recycled.

**There Are Four Themes Based On Which The Interiors Of The Metro Have Been Developed**

- **Earth**
- **Fire**
- **Water**
- **Air**

**The Future**

**Dubai Metro’sUpcoming Plans**

- The Dubai Metro will be one of the largest metro networks in the world, on par with the New York City Metro.
- The Dubai Metro has more than 100 stations, more than London’s entire network.

**Do You Know?**

- The National Grid gives access to the Dubai Metro. We come from a different part which uses their system.
- Pedestrian bridges at metro stations can be accessed at any time, even when the station is not open, ensuring you never miss the walk.

**Dubai Metro’s Expansion**

- By 2023, an additional 17 stations are planned for the Red Line, taking the total length of the line to 56.3 km, 101% of the current line length.

**Some Amazing Facts**

- A Yojana festival was held to mark the opening of the Dubai Metro, which involved a cocktails for the menu.